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This is not toyshop magic!
Please note that all the magical effects and routines taught
during the lesson are in constant use in our own professional
shows.

They are not available in toy shops, boxes of corn flakes or
happy meals.

Everything has been battle tested over many years in front of
tough, live audiences.

Our training and the professional routines which we teach will
enable you to entertain your audiences, young or old.

2 Hour Intensive Magic Lesson

Lessons can be tailored to meet your exact requirements an example lesson is shown below:

1. A copper and silver coin effect where the copper coin keeps returning to your hand.
2. A pseudo mind reading effect where you know in advance what coin your audience will choose.
3. How to stack a deck of cards so that you know the position of any card in the deck.
4. A neat publicity stunt using the ‘Ghost Count’ to produce your business card.
5. A rope escape and penetration.
6. Gambling and escape routines with a loop of chain.
7. Miser’s dream coin routine using a metal cup.
8. A variety of bar stunts which will make you the life and soul of the party.

As we only use full time professional entertainers, lessons may be given at any time, provided that we are
not already booked for shows or other lessons.
We also offer a magic lesson voucher service so that you can purchase a lesson voucher to give as a present.
The recipient can then contact the academy to arrange the date and time for their lesson.

As an added bonus, all the materials and lecture notes used during the lesson become the property of
the student, to take home and practice with at the end of the lesson. This two hour lesson could start
somebody off on the hobby of a lifetime.

During the two hour lesson, one of our team will give individual tuition on professional close-up magic.
Some of the effects taught during the lesson can also be performed in stand-up or cabaret situations.


